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AbstrAct
Objective To complete an economic evaluation within a 
randomised controlled trial (RCT) comparing the use of an 
electronic discharge communication tool (eDCT) compared 
with usual care.
setting  Patients being discharged from a single 
tertiary care centre’s internal medicine Medical Teaching 
Units.
Participants  Between January 2012 and December 
2013, 1399 patients were randomised to a discharge 
mechanism. Forty-five patients were excluded from the 
economic evaluation as they did not have data for the 
index hospitalisation cost; 1354 patients contributed to the 
economic evaluation.
Intervention eDCT generated at discharge containing 
structured content on reason for admission, details of 
the hospital stay, treatments received and follow-up care 
required. The control group was discharged via traditional 
dictation methods.
Primary and secondary outcome measures  The 
primary economic outcome was the cost per quality-
adjusted life year (QALY) gained. Secondary outcomes 
included the cost per death avoided and the cost per 
readmission avoided.
results  The average transcription cost was $C22.28 
per patient, whereas the estimated cost of the eDCT was 
$C13.33 per patient. The cost per QALY gained was $C239 
933 in the eDCT arm compared with usual care due to 
the very small gains in effectiveness and approximately 
$C800difference in resource utilisation costs. The 
bootstrap analyses resulted in eDCT being more effective 
and more costly in 29.2% of samples, less costly and more 
effective in 29.2% of samples, less effective and more 
costly in 23.9% of samples and finally, less costly and less 
effective in 17.7% of samples.
conclusions  The eDCT reduced per patient costs of 
the generation of discharge summaries. The bootstrap 
estimates demonstrate considerable uncertainty 
supporting the finding of neutrality reported in the clinical 
component of the RCT. The immediate transcription cost 
savings and previously documented provider and patient 
satisfaction may increase the impetus for organisations to 
invest in such systems, provided they have a foundation of 
eHealth infrastructure and readiness.
trial registration number NCT01402609.

bAckgrOund
Recently, a multidimensional evaluation 
of an electronic discharge communication 
tool (eDCT) was completed.1 The study was 
designed as a two-arm randomised controlled 
trial (RCT).1 Aligned with the quadruple 
aim,2 there were four aspects of the eval-
uation within the RCT: (1) efficacy based 
on a composite primary outcome of death 
and readmissions, (2) provider satisfaction 
measured using the Questionnaire for User 
Interaction Satisfaction,3 (3) patient satisfac-
tion using a brief survey and (4) economic 
value.4 The primary analysis demonstrated 
no difference in the primary outcome of 
death or readmissions between the eDCT 
and usual care arm resulting in neutral 
findings.1 However, there were positive find-
ings for both patient and physician satisfac-
tion.5 Thus, the policy question of ‘should 
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strengths and limitations of this study

 ► This work reports the final prespecified outcome 
of a randomised controlled trial  (RCT) to complete 
reporting of all trial outcomes.

 ► The assessment of economic value completes 
the consideration of the policy question of ‘should 
organizations invest in an e-DCT?’ through the lens 
of the quadruple aim.

 ► This economic evaluation follows best practice 
guidelines for economic evaluations.

 ► Costs of electronic discharge communication 
tool  (eDCT) may not be generalisable. Estimates 
for the cost of discharge mechanism are context 
specific and will depend on the number of patients 
discharged, the existing infrastructure and the eDCT 
itself.

 ► The RCT permitted physician cross-over between 
trial arms. The true benefit of eDCT may have 
been underestimated, which would lead to an 
overestimation of the cost per quality-adjusted life 
year.
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organizations invest in an e-DCT?’ remains only partially 
answered without the final assessment of economic value.

An economic evaluation was designed a priori, 
following best practices, and was included in the original 
RCT protocol for the study described above.4 A recent 
systematic review assessing the economic literature found 
that there is limited evidence on the cost-effectiveness of 
eDCTs, and that none of the previous economic evalua-
tions reported patient safety or quality of life outcomes.6 
Thus, the primary objective of this paper was to assess 
the cost per quality-adjusted life year (QALY) gained 
comparing eDCTs to usual care for patients transitioning 
from acute care to community care. The reporting of the 
economic evaluation completes our reporting of all trial 
outcomes.

MethOds
Overview of approach
In keeping with best practices and the study protocol, a 
prospective economic evaluation of eDCT (treatment) 
compared with usual care (control) was conducted as 
part of the RCT. The RCT was a two-arm trial comparing 
eDCTs to usual care, defined as traditional discharge 
communication generated by dictation, for patients being 
discharged from a Canadian tertiary care centre’s internal 
medicine medical teaching units (MTUs).1 These units 
provide care to non-surgical adult inpatients. Details of 
the full RCT methodology and results have been reported 
elsewhere.1 4 Between January 2012 and December 2013, 
1953 patients were approached and screened for inclu-
sion, and 1399 were randomised to discharge mecha-
nism.1 Among these, 45 patients did not have data on cost 
for the index hospitalisation cost, so they were excluded 
from cost analyses. As a result, a total of 1354 patients 
contributed to the economic evaluation.

The RCT was powered to detect a 25% relative reduc-
tion in a composite of all-cause mortality or all-cause read-
mission within 90 days.1 The primary economic outcome 
was the cost per QALY with secondary outcomes of the 
cost per readmission gained and the cost per life saved. 
This is a deviation from the original study protocol; the 
cost per QALY is a more appropriate primary outcome 
to support allocative efficiency decisions. A healthcare 
public payer perspective was adopted over a 90-day time 
horizon. A 90-day time horizon was felt to be appro-
priate as it reflects a timeline where events could relate to 
discharge communication and is long enough to permit 
an event to occur.4 This is also a commonly reported time 
frame in readmission studies.4 All costs were inflated to 
2016 Canadian dollars using the Canadian consumer 
price index.

cost of usual care
Costs for traditional discharge generated by dictation 
was provided by estimates from the University of Calgary 
Medical Group Transcription Services.7 The base case 
costs assumed in-hospital dictation transcriptions are 

outsourced to an external provider (a common practice 
in many large healthcare systems). When outsourced, the 
total cost is calculated using the average cost per minute 
of dictation excluding technology fees. Ten physicians 
were asked to estimate the average length of a dictation. 
The average time was then used to calculate the total 
cost. The costs of a printer, printer toner and paper were 
excluded, as they would be negligible. Dissemination 
costs, including fax machines, were also excluded as these 
resources are commonly used in the physician offices for 
a variety of purposes and not exclusively for dictation 
discharges. All assumptions were explored in sensitivity 
analysis.

costs of edct
To estimate the per person costs of eDCT, the disaggre-
gated costs from the development, implementation and 
pilot testing of the previously described eDCT were consid-
ered. Reliability of the project estimate was confirmed 
by reviewing invoices and receipts. The total estimated 
cost was amortised over 3 years, which is reflective of the 
technology life-cycle.8 Monthly payments were calculated 
using an assumed 1% annual interest rate.9 The monthly 
payment amount was divided by the average number of 
discharges from the ward per day (~9 discharges/day) 
multiplied by 30 days.5 This daily average included all 
patients on the ward and not only study participants.

death, readmission and health-related quality of life
Death and readmissions were modelled separately as 
these outcomes are valued differently and incur different 
resource utilisation. Death within 90 days postdischarge 
was captured through linkage to data from the Alberta 
Bureau of Vital Statistics.1 Readmissions within 90 days 
postdischarge were captured through data linkage to 
the AHS Data Integration, Measurement and Reporting 
unit.1 For both death and readmission, all-cause events 
were included, and avoidable and unavoidable events 
were not separated.

Health-related quality of life was measured at baseline, 
30 days postdischarge, and 90 days postdischarge using the 
Health Utilities Index Mark 3 (HUI-3). Utility scores were 
calculated from the HUI-3 data using the HUI-3 Multiat-
tribute Utility Function on the Dead-Healthy scale.10–12 To 
calculate QALYs at 90 days, the difference in utility score 
from baseline to 90 days was multiplied by 0.25 (reflective 
of the time horizon over 1 year of life).

healthcare resource utilisation and cost
Index hospitalisation costs were estimated using micro-
costing data, which provide a detailed cost per patient 
including all resources consumed within the hospital stay 
such as nursing time, physician fees, drug costs and over-
head costs. To estimate physician visits, physician claims 
and billing codes were used. Both the cost and number 
of readmissions were calculated. Patients who were read-
mitted to the same centre within 12 hours of discharge 
or another centre within 24 hours of discharge were 
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Table 1 Disaggregated costs of electronic discharge 
communication tool from project estimate ($C  2016)

Estimated 
cost ($C)

Development Project charter and scope 3000

Focus groups (including 12 
sessions and reports)

18 000

Data and security model 6250

Initial prototype (including interface 
workflow, user management and 
systems interface)

31 250

Joint application (including working 
session and development)

15 000

Beta testing 10 000

Application fine tuning 6250

Implementation Transfer to test environment 
(including application installation, 
interface configuration, workflows 
and configuration)

6250

Performance testing and 
modifications (including interface, 
workflow, load testing and security)

12 500

Training and 
help

Training 3000

Documentation and online help 
(including administration manuals, 
end user guide and patient guide)

5000

Maintenance Ongoing modifications and support 5000

Tax Goods and services tax (5%) 6075

Total cost 127 575

Average cost per patient 13.33

assumed to be hospital transfers, not readmissions. Costs 
of the readmission hospitalisation were determined using 
gross costing methodology applied in the administrative 
data (Canadian Institute for Health Information Case 
Mix Grouper Plus). Ambulatory care utilisation and costs 
were determined by linking trial patients to the National 
Ambulatory Care Reporting System. Gross costing meth-
odology was also applied (Canadian Institute for Health 
Information Comprehensive Ambulatory Classification 
System).13 Drug costs were estimated using data from the 
Pharmaceutical Information Network.

calculating the Icer
Due to the differing numbers of patients included in 
each treatment arm (n=679 and n=675), an average cost 
per patient was calculated. The average cost per patient 
includes the discharge mechanism (eDCT or usual care), 
the index hospitalisation, the readmissions, the emer-
gency department (ED) visits, the ambulatory care visits, 
the drugs and the physician claims. The difference in the 
average cost per patient was then divided by the differ-
ence in the average clinical effect in each arm resulting in 
the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER).14

sensitivity and scenario analyses
To examine the impact of uncertainty on the ICER, sensi-
tivity and scenario analyses were conducted. Sensitivity 
analysis varied the costs of the eDCT ±25%. For the usual 
care arm, speech recognition systems or computer-aided 
medical transcription, that format draft documents to 
allow medical transcriptionists to edit and review rather 
than transcribe entire dictations may be used. Thus, 
a scenario analysis considering the costs of traditional 
discharge using internal (as opposed to outsourced) 
transcription with both a non-speech recognition system 
and a speech recognition system was completed. These 
analyses included the monthly technology fee, monthly 
outsourcing costs and monthly salary and benefits of tran-
scriptionists (including overtime).

uncertainty bootstrapping analysis
To examine the overall uncertainty, a bootstrapping anal-
ysis was completed. Moreover, to examine the variability 
in the total cost per patient and QALYs gained in each of 
the treatment arms, random samples of 50 patients for 
each of the trial arms were replicated 1000 times. The 
total cost per patient (including the cost of eDCT or usual 
care and all healthcare resource utilisation) as well as the 
average QALYs gained (between baseline and 90 days) 
were calculated for each sample. The cost and QALY 
difference between the two trial arms for each sample are 
plotted in a scatterplot to present the variability.

results
costs of usual care
In the base case, outsourcing transcription costs to 
an external provider, the average cost per patient was 

determined to be $C22.28. Average dictation time from 
10 physicians was 10.87 min (range: 4–22 min), and the 
average cost per minute of transcription was $C2.05.

cost of edct
From the project estimate, the estimated incremental 
cost of eDCT (on the backdrop of a functioning hospital 
information system platform) was $C127 575. This esti-
mate broadly captured costs of tool development, tool 
implementation, training and assistance, maintenance 
and taxation. After a 3-year amortisation at a 1% annual 
interest rate, the monthly payment amount for the tool 
was $C3598. This resulted in an average cost per patient 
to $C13.33 (table 1).

Patient population
Between January 2012 and December 2013, 1953 patients 
were approached for study inclusion, of which 1399 
MTU patients were randomised to discharge via the 
eDCT (n=701) or traditional dictation methods (n=698). 
Balance was achieved between age, sex and comorbidities 
between treatment and control. A full description of the 
patient population has been reported elsewhere.1 Forty-
five patients were missing index hospitalisation costs 
and were excluded from the cost analysis. An additional 
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Table 2 Clinical effectiveness of eDCT by trial arm

eDCT Usual care

n Events 95% CI n Events 95% CI

Total mortality at 3 months (%) 701 39 (5.6) 27.1 to 50.9 698 52 (7.5) 38.4 to 65.6

Average number of 
readmissions per patient

679 0.462 0.406 to 0.519 675 0.415 0.360 to 0.470

Average baseline utility 564 0.294 0.267 to 0.321 566 0.309 0.283 to 0.336

Average 1-month utility 545 0.575 0.544 to 0.605 549 0.576 0.546 to 0.606

Average 3-month utility 512 0.573 0.541 to 0.604 500 0.574 0.541 to 0.606

eDCT, electronic discharge communication tool.

28 patients in the treatment arm and 33 patients in the 
control arm did not complete the HUI-3, thus, utility 
scores were not available for these patients.

clinical effectiveness
Death, readmissions and health-related quality of life 
were captured and calculated to measure clinical effec-
tiveness (health benefit) of the eDCT (table 1). Specif-
ically, 5.56% of patients in the eDCT arm died within 
90 days of discharge compared with 7.45% in the usual 
care arm. The average number of readmissions was 0.46 
for the eDCT group and 0.41 for the usual care group. 
Utilities at baseline and 90 days were similar between both 
arms (table 2).

For the index hospitalisation, the average cost per 
patient was higher in the usual care arm (table 3; 
$C17 506.71 compared with $C16 832.36). The average 
number of readmissions was higher in the eDCT arm 
compared with usual care (0.46 vs 0.41). Both trial 
arms had the same average number of ED visits (0.78); 
however, the average cost for ED visits was higher in the 
eDCT group ($C757.83 compared with $C683.01). The 
eDCT arm had a lower average number of ambulatory 
care visits (5.23 compared with 5.69) and physician claims 
(8.04 compared with 8.68). Finally, in the eDCT arm, the 
total average cost per patient (including all costs) was 
$C32 892 compared with $C32 059 in the usual care arm.

Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio
In the base case, the cost per QALY gained was $C239 933 
in the eDCT arm compared with usual care. The cost per 
death avoided was $C44 051, and the cost per readmission 
gained was $C17 490 in the eDCT arm compared with 
usual care.

sensitivity and scenario analyses
When increasing the cost of the eDCT by 25%, the 
cost per QALY gained increased to $C240 893, the cost 
per death avoided increased to $C44 227 and the cost 
per readmission gained increased to $C17 560. When 
the costs of eDCT were decreased by 25%, the cost per 
QALY gained decreased to $C238 974, the cost per death 
avoided decreased to $C43 875 and the cost per readmis-
sion gained decreased to $C17 421.

In the first scenario analysis (internal transcription 
using non-speech recognition system), it was assumed 
that 7418 discharge summaries could be transcribed 
per month with an average cost per patient of $C45.75. 
The ICERs did not differ from the base case results (cost 
per QALY gained: $C233 170, cost per death avoided: 
$C42 809 and cost per readmission gained: $C16 997). In 
the second scenario analysis (internal transcription using 
speech recognition system), it was assumed that 8240 
discharge summaries could be transcribed per month 
with an average cost per patient of $C40.55. This scenario 
also did not impact the estimated ICERs.

uncertainty: bootstrap analysis
There is significant uncertainty in results with similar 
percentages of the samples falling into each of the 
cost-effective quadrants (figure 1). A total of 29.2% of 
the samples resulted in eDCT being both more effective 
and more costly, 29.2% of the samples resulted in eDCT 
being less costly and more effective, 23.9% of the samples 
resulted in eDCT being less effective and more costly and 
finally, 17.7% of the samples resulted in eDCT being less 
costly and less effective.

dIscussIOn
This prospective economic evaluation of an eDCT 
completed as part of an RCT found that eDCT produces 
cost savings relating to the immediate costs associated 
with producing discharge summaries at the time of 
discharge ($C13.33 compared with $C22.28). The cost 
per QALY gained with eDCT compared with usual care 
was $C239 933, the cost per death avoided was $C44 051 
and the cost per readmission gained was $C17 490. The 
large ICERs are due to the approximately $C800 differ-
ence between arms with minimal effect on clinical 
outcomes. Moreover, when uncertainty is assessed, this 
evaluation resulted in relative equivalence for both the 
costs and the outcomes with approximately equal simu-
lations resulting in higher costs and effects as lower costs 
and effects. 

Given the neutral clinical effectiveness results, a 
cost-minimisation analysis may be considered. Within this 
framework, only the differences in costs are considered, 
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Figure 1 Uncertainty bootstrap analysis. QALY, quality-
adjusted life year.

Table 3 Healthcare resource utilisation by trial arm ($C 2016)

eDCT (n=679) Usual care (n=675)

Estimate SD (IQR) Estimate SD (IQR)

Index hospitalisation

  Average LOS (days) 9.30 10.04 (4–11) 9.19 10.33 (4–11)

  Average cost per person ($C) 16 832 21 756 (5988–18 394) 17 506 25 955 (5875–18 766)

Readmissions

  Total number of readmissions (n) 314 19.32* 279 18.71*

  Average number of readmissions (n) 0.46 0.74 (0–1) 0.41 0.72 (0–1)

  Average LOS (days) 17.24 37.41 (4–15) 18.79 28.63 (4–21)

  Average cost per person ($C) 11 756 35 906 (0–9868) 10 837 31 155 (0–6385)

ED

  Total number of ED visits (n) 530 37.37* 524 38.46*

  Average number of ED visits (n) 0.78 1.43 (0–1) 0.78 1.48 (0–1)

  Average LOS (hours) 8.82 5.89 (4.58–11.30) 8.37 6.49 (3.55–11.83)

  Average cost per person ($C) 757 1321 (0–1162) 683 1258 (0–1088)

AC

  Total number of AC visits (n) 3554 (185) 224.66* 3844 (168) 238.61*

  Average number of AC visits (n) 5.23 8.62 (0–6) 5.69 9.18 (1–7)

  Average cost per person ($C) 2069 4212 (0–2297) 1805 3319 (79–2120)

Drug

  Average number of dispenses (n) 19.21 22.70 (5–25) 17.54 22.15 (5–23)

  Average cost per dispense ($C) 51 767 (2–17) 42 305 (2–16)

  Average cost per person ($C) 1018 4243 (71–695) 773 2225 (68–642)

Other

  Total number of physician claims (n) 4935 (65) 196.45* 5198 (76) 406.42*

  Average number of physician claims (n) 8.04 7.53 (3–10) 8.68 16.35 (3–11)

  Average cost per physician claim ($C)† 61 54 (28–72) 55 56 (23–64)

  Average cost per person ($C) 443 499 (102–609) 430 458 (104–588)

Total average cost per patient ($C) 32 892 (45 538) 32 059 (44 471)

*SE.
†Includes imputed cost for patients missing physician claims data (n=58).
AC, ambulatory care; ED, emergency department; eDCT, electronic discharge communication tool; LOS, length of stay.

as the outcomes are considered equivalent, with the least 
expensive option identified as the most attractive choice 
(achievement of the same clinical outcome for lower 
cost).14 Our findings in the context of cost minimisation 

are that eDCT is about $C9 less expensive per patient 
than usual care. Based on this result, the use of an eDCT 
may be cost saving. Importantly, the cost of the eDCT 
used in this analysis only considered the costs of the 
pilot project estimate. It is expected that costs of large-
scale implementation may differ from the costs reported 
in this analysis. Other costs to consider include: the 
acquisition of the eDCT by the healthcare system, the 
introduction of the eDCT into existing infrastructure 
(including current electronic medical records), ensuring 
appropriate infrastructure and systems for community 
care physicians and ongoing software and network main-
tenance. However, establishing an eDCT is a relatively 
fixed cost; as the number of patients discharged through 
the eDCT increases, the per patient cost decreases. In 
contrast, traditional discharge is a variable cost whereby 
the total cost increases with each patient. Due to this, it 
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is quite likely that the per patient cost associated with the 
eDCT would decrease further in the context of a large-
scale adoption.

Another consideration for the adoption of eDCTs is 
the maturity of the existing electronic management plat-
forms within a healthcare system. For instance, in systems 
that have highly developed eHealth platforms, the adop-
tion of an eDCT may be more economically attractive. 
The development of an additional page/tool and its 
incorporation into a well-managed and comprehensive 
system would be expected to be low cost, highly feasible 
and easily integrated into care delivery. Under these 
conditions, costs of electronic discharge may be expected 
to be lower than usual care. In contrast, systems with 
non-existent or minimally developed eHealth platforms 
will require major investment to implement an eDCT. 
For these systems, remaining with usual care or saving for 
the next technological advancement may be reasonable. 
In this scenario, eDCT is expected to be more expensive 
than usual care and without significant clinical benefit. It 
is also in this situation where adoption of an eDCT would 
require major trade-offs with other health technologies 
that may improve clinical outcomes.

In this trial, eDCT did not demonstrate an improve-
ment in clinical outcomes. This is an important finding 
when considering the opportunity cost associated with an 
adoption decision. Specifically, under a limited budget, 
the adoption of these tools may require trading off with 
other life-saving or clinically beneficial tools. However, 
the outcomes assessed (death and readmissions) may be 
perceived as too narrow a lens to assess effectiveness when 
making adoption decisions. For example, many systems 
have adopted the quadruple aim to ground their perspec-
tive on healthcare system goals and performance.2 
This model for optimising health system performance 
suggests considering clinical benefit, cost-effectiveness, 
patient experience and healthcare provider satisfaction. 
These four points could also be considered when facing 
adoption and implementation considerations. Specif-
ically, patients in the eDCT arm were easily provided 
with a printout of their discharge summary as they were 
leaving the hospital. Through this mechanism, patients 
are also able to share information with other care team 
members and take a more active role in their healthcare; 
two important components of high-quality healthcare.15 
In addition, in a cohort study of acute and community 
care physicians completed alongside this RCT, acute care 
physicians preferred eDCT over traditional dictation and 
discharge methods.16 Acknowledging this user preference 
may further increase provider satisfaction. Thus, when a 
framework such as the quadruple aim is adopted, eDCT 
may be viewed as an important step towards healthcare 
system improvement in 3 of the 4 domains (cost, patient 
satisfaction and provide satisfaction).

Our study had limitations. First, the costs of electronic 
discharge and traditional dictation are expected to vary 
across organisations and healthcare systems. Moreover, 
estimates for the cost of discharge mechanism are context 

specific and will depend on the number of patients 
discharged, the existing infrastructure and the eDCT 
itself. Organisations facing adoption decisions should 
consider their own costing and resources to inform policy 
decisions. Second, a small number of patients (n=45) 
were lost to follow-up resulting in missing data; however, 
these patients were removed from the analysis and were 
similar to the patients who were not lost to follow-up. 
Third, the RCT permitted physician cross-over between 
trial arms. More specifically, due to the unit of randomi-
sation being the patient, a physician may have used the 
eDCT to discharge one patient and then immediately 
switched to usual care to discharge the following patient. 
This concurrent exposure to the eDCT, which helped 
ensure balanced patient groups in the RCT, may have 
also improved the quality of the discharge summary in 
the usual care arm. Thus, the true benefit of eDCT may 
have been underestimated, which would in turn produce 
an overestimate of the cost per QALY. Finally, this study 
was restricted to the outcomes captured by the RCT. 
Specifically, differences in avoidable and unavoidable 
deaths were not divided in the RCT and are therefore not 
reflected in this analysis.

cOnclusIOns
This prospective economic evaluation of a novel eDCT 
found that there were no differences in the costs and clin-
ical benefits compared with usual care. However, there 
were immediate cost savings in transcription costs when 
eDCT is adopted that, when considered alongside positive 
patient and provider experiences with the eDCT, increase 
the impetus for healthcare organisations to invest in 
such systems. However, when considering the adoption 
of eDCTs, healthcare systems should critically assess their 
current eHealth infrastructure and the required invest-
ment to adopt eDCTs.
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